1 877 209 9344

FACE & HEADER MOUNT SYSTEMS - DIAGRAMS

- Studded Hardware
- Retainer Plates & Lock Nuts
- ½” holes space every 6”
- 2” holes space
- Beveled No Tear Bottom
- 14 Gauge Stainless
- 14 Gauge Galvanized

STRIP-CURTAINS.COM
STRIP-CURTAINS.COM

STRIPS ARE HUNG ON ¼” THREADED BOLTS AND SECURED WITH A 12” RETAINER PLATE TO HOLD THE STRIPS IN PLACE.

Header Mount

Wall Mount

A) Header or Under Jamb
B) Face or Wall Mount
C) Suspension Mount
PARTIAL OVERLAP

6” WIDE MATERIAL

PARTIAL OVERLAP 66%
2” on each side. Total Strips = W(IN) / 4

PARTIAL OVERLAP 50%
2” on each side. Total Strips = W(IN) / 6

PARTIAL OVERLAP 25%
2” on each side. Total Strips = W(IN) / 8

8” WIDE MATERIAL

PARTIAL OVERLAP 66%
3” on each side. Total Strips = W(IN)

PARTIAL OVERLAP 50%
4” on each side. Total Strips = W(IN) / 4

PARTIAL OVERLAP 25%
6” on each side. Total Strips = W(IN) / 8

12” WIDE MATERIAL

PARTIAL OVERLAP 66%
4” on each side. Total Strips = W(IN) / 8

16” WIDE MATERIAL

PARTIAL OVERLAP 75%
6” on each side. Total Strips = W(IN) / 8

PARTIAL OVERLAP 50%
4” on each side. Total Strips = W(IN) / 8

PARTIAL OVERLAP 25%
2” on each side. Total Strips = W(IN) / 8

FULL OVERLAP

3” on each side. Total Strips = W(IN)

4” on each side. Total Strips = W(IN) / 4

6” on each side. Total Strips = W(IN) / 6

8” on each side. Total Strips = W(IN) / 8